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“Förstå att allt är annorlunda och var ödmjuk inför uppgiften”
En explorativ studie på utmaningar för svenska tech-mikrobolag vid etablering i NYC

SAMMANFATTNING Svenska

micro-företag uppmanas av regeringen att internationalisera tidigt och delta i
entreprenöriella ekosystem. Mängden forskning på hur de bäst bör stödjas i detta är dock blygsam. Samtida studier på
entreprenöriella ekosystem visar hur kollektivt värdeskapande (eng: value co-creation) föder långsiktig hållbarhet, och
uppmärksamhet riktas allt mer åt intermediära organisationer. Även om forskare menar att kongruenta förväntningar är
en nyckel till kollektivt värdeskapande baserar intermediärer idag ofta sina handlingar och stöd på vad de tror att företag
behöver och förväntar sig. Denna studie utmanar den logiken.
Studien fokuserade på New Yorks entreprenöriella ekosystem och undersökte svenska högteknologiska startupbolag,
intermediärer och investerare. Genom semi-strukturerade intervjuer sökte studien lära hur kongruenta startups och
intermediärer är i sina uppfattningar av utmaningar vid företagsetablering i New York, samt hur dessa kan göras mer
samstämmiga för att föda långsiktigt hållbara stödfunktioner
Studie nyttjade ett ramverk av Gioia et al. (2012) i destillationen av utmaningar från intervjuerna. Resultaten visar
kongruens i vissa identifierade utmaningar, med en tongivande skillnad i dess tidsmässiga förhållningssätt.
Intermediärerna fokuserade primärt på instrumentella utmaningar och initiala inträdesbarriärer, medan startups (och
investerare) i högre utsträckning fokuserade på mindre tidsbegränsade utmaningar som t.ex. relationer och legitimitet.
Detta ansågs vara bevis på hur intermediärer brukar ett daterat teoretiskt perspektiv på sin egen roll som instrumentella
mäklare. Studien sammanfattade därför slutligen att ett nytt, mer dynamiskt och situationsbaserat perspektiv på
intermediärer och stöd bör välkomnas.
Intermediära organisationer; Entreprenöriella ekosystem; Kollektivt värdeskapande; Tech startups;
Etablerings-utmaningar
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ABSTRACT

Swedish micro-businesses are encouraged by the government to
internationalise and participate in entrepreneurial ecosystems.
Yet research on how they should be supported while doing so is
thin. Current research on entrepreneurial ecosystems shows
that value co-creation breads sustainability, and increased
attention is given to intermediary organisations. While scholars
stress aligned expectations as key to value co-creation,
intermediaries today are basing their actions on what they think
businesses need and expect. This study challenges that logic.
This study focused on the entrepreneurial ecosystem of New
York, specifically looking at Swedish technology startups,
intermediaries and investors. Trough semi-structured
interviews the study sought to understand how congruent
startups’ and intermediaries’ perceptions of challenges during
business establishment in NYC are, and also, how they could
be aligned.
The study employed the framework of Gioia et al. (2012) when
distilling challenges from the interviews. The results show
congruence in some identified challenges, with a key difference
in their temporal approaches. The intermediaries primarily
focused on instrumental challenges and initial barriers-to-entry,
while the startups (and investors) in higher regard focused on
open-ended challenges related to relationships and legitimacy.
This was considered proof of intermediaries employing an
outdated theoretical perspective on their role as an
instrumental broker. The study thus concluded by suggesting
an alternative perspective, emphasizing dynamic and
situation-based support.
Keywords

Intermediary Organisations; Entrepreneurial Ecosystems;
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INTRODUCTION
Background

Second to only Silicon Valley, Stockholm is birthplace to the
highest number of billion-dollar tech companies per capita in

the world (Wharton School of Business, 2015). But companies
do not start as Unicorns, and the Swedish export strategy thus
insightfully notes that the growth and internationalisation of
small companies is imperative for the future of Swedish welfare
(The Swedish Government, 2015). While policymakers are
encouraged to support early internationalisation, the debate on
how such support should be structured is far from consensual.
The effort to understand and support nascent entrepreneurial
activity is not novel. Scholars have sought to understand what
determines the success of entrepreneurs since the 1700’s, often
putting the individual “homo entreprenaurus” and her/his
personality traits in center (Kerr et al., 2017). Today’s discourse
has shifted focus from individual to cooperative models, with
scholars and business people predominantly discussing
entrepreneurial ecosystems as a metaphor for employing
entrepreneurship as an economic development strategy.
Promoting and fostering entrepreneurship in a specific
geographic location is thus widely considered a key mechanism
to bring about economic prosperity (Jack et al., 2012), and
firms located within such entrepreneurial clusters do indeed
exhibit higher innovation-, growth- and survival rates
compared with firms that are not (Gilbert et al., 2008). Hardly
surprising, entrepreneurial ecosystem participation is strongly
encouraged by policymakers around the world (Jack et al.,
2012).
In light of the growing importance (and performance!) of
entrepreneurial ecosystems, intermediary organisations are
gaining the attention of scholars, policy-makers and business
practitioners alike (Jack et al., 2017). While the raison d’être for
many intermediaries within entrepreneurial ecosystems is to
ease market-entries, there exists a lack of expectation-alignment
regarding what that support should and could be (Jack et al,
2012). Today, intermediaries allocate their resources to create
an environment based on what they think businesses need, and
businesses subsequently have to discover how to make use of
that environment and find opportunities within it (Jack et al,
2012). A too short-term perspective is often practiced in such
relations, and to overcome it policymakers, intermediaries and

professionals need to work in partnership to ensure that
resources are distributed in a way that is conducive to
supporting entrepreneurial clusters (or, ecosystems) long-term
(Jack et al, 2012).

foundation in 1906. SACCNY is transforming their service
offering to better foster Swedish entrepreneurship in the
ecosystem of NYC. This thesis plays a small part in that effort.

With a long-term perspective in mind, it would seem useful to
first enhance our understanding of the perceived challenges
motivating businesses to make use of external support actors
(like e.g. intermediaries) while entering a foreign ecosystem - i.e.
to investigate the why - before reflecting on how such support
functions should be organised.

First an overview of recent research on entrepreneurial
ecosystems and intermediary organisations is presented,
together leading up to the research question. Then the study’s
methodology is described, including the motivation behind the
empirical sample selection. The method is followed by a result
presentation and a subsequent discussion around the research
question. Finally, limitations, suggestions for future research
and a conclusion is presented.

Research Scope

While entering a foreign ecosystem can be complicated for any
company, the Swedish government (2015) notes that
innovative micro businesses without an obvious home market
require extra support. Lacking a formal definition of what they
believe constitutes such a business, the notion of born globals
comes in handy. The concept refers to companies who expand
internationally early, with business opportunities rather than
geography or natural resources as primary location-drivers.
(McKinsey & Co., 1993). Coherent with this is the localisation
decisions of high-technology1 startups2. With increased digital
distribution, less dependence on natural resources and physical
customer-proximity, a high-technology startup (onwards just
“tech startup”) could theoretically grow out of any
geographical location (Bornefalk, 2018). Seeking to adhere to
the Swedish government's request of offering support to
innovative micro-businesses3 without an obvious home market,
this study will thus focus on Swedish tech startups who are
micro businesses at the point of their past or planned
establishment.
Further, in order to effectively address the issues raised this
thesis focuses on one specific entrepreneurial ecosystem,
namely that of New York City (NYC). With a tech scene
growing six times faster the the overall U.S economy (ABNY,
2016) and a geographic location making it a traditional strategic
hub for international economic activity NYC continues to
attract talent and innovation, Swedish such included.
Thesis Partner

This thesis is carried out with support from The
Swedish-American Chamber of Commerce in New York
(SACCNY). SACCNY is a non-profit, non-governmental
intermediary that has been fostering trade and business
relations between the Swedish and American markets since its
Using the OECD’s (2011) definition, high-tech industries include Aircraft
and spacecraft, Pharmaceuticals, Office, accounting and computing
machinery, Radio, TV and communications equipment, and Medical,
precision and optical instruments.
1

Using the European Startup Monitor’s (2015) definition, startups are
defined by three characteristics: Startups are younger than 10 years, they feature
highly innovative technologies and/or business models, and they strive for a
significant employee and/or sales growth.
2

Using the EU’s (2018) definition, a micro-businesses have <10 employees
and an annual turnover of €2M.
3

Disposition

THEORY AND RELATED RESEARCH
Entrepreneurial Ecosystems

An entrepreneurial ecosystem is a complex and dynamic entity
that evolves over time (Spigel, 2015a; Spigel, 2015b;
Auerswald, 2014). Entrepreneurial ecosystems consists of
individual elements (entrepreneurs, intermediaries, customers
etc.) all conducive to entrepreneurship but unable to sustain it
in isolation, and they should be regarded as complementary and
interdependent in its formation (Isenberg, 2010).
Value Co-Creation for Ecosystem Sustainability

There is no one primary objective of engaging in- and/or
fostering an entrepreneurial ecosystem (Isenberg, 2014). As
noted by Van de Ven (1993), entrepreneurship is a collective
achievement; a process dependent on numerous actors in both
public and private sectors. As no one owns or represents an
ecosystem, there is a great need for multiple stakeholders to
benefit from it in order for it to be self-sustaining (Isenberg,
2010). While value created by and/or for individual ecosystemparticipants can translate into value for multiple actors in the
ecosystem, value co-creation is often imperative for the
sustainability of an entrepreneurial ecosystem (Ngongoni and
Grobbelaar, 2017). Using Ngongoni and Grobbelaar’s (2017,
p. 708) definition, value co-creation in entrepreneurial
ecosystems is the process that allows various actors to create value
through interaction and exchange of tangible and intangible
resources. Value creation within entrepreneurial ecosystems
does not require value to be created simultaneously for all
affected actors but implies there should be multiple
beneficiaries of any given interaction. Value co-creation is the
most effective if participating actors are open to both inflows
and outflows of knowledge (Ngongoni and Grobbelaar, 2017).
Investors as Facilitators of Value Co-Creation

Van de Ven (1993) criticises the historical research focus on
individual entrepreneurs, which he argues to have bread a lack
of appreciation for the work and actions of other,
non-entrepreneur actors within entrepreneurial ecosystems.
While Isenberg (2014) argues that is no one driver of an
entrepreneurship ecosystem (since, as noted above, the
ecosystem by definition is a dynamic, self-regulating network of

multiple and diverse actors), he also suggests that every
“entrepreneurship hotspot” (here contexualized as an
entrepreneurial
ecosystem)
has
certain
important
non-entrepreneur connectors and influencers who are
especially important for its persistency (Isenberg, 2014). In
entrepreneurial ecosystems, these formative actors are often
investors and venture capitalists (Isenberg, 2014). In
accordance with this, Stam & Spigel (2016) notes that next to
human capital, financial capital is key to creating and
maintaining a successful entrepreneurial ecosystem. The
scholars note that a strong, dense, and supportive community
of VCs, business angels, and seed investors is key to facilitating
value co-creation in entrepreneurial ecosystems. (Stam &
Spigel, 2016)
Intermediary Organisations

With the increased understanding of value co-creation as a
driver of ecosystem sustainability, the work of intermediaries is
gaining more attention in both academia and practice. The
general role of an intermediary is considered to be to reduce
uncertainty and asymmetries between industry actors
(Ngongoni and Grobbelaar, 2017), and while investors are
gaining traction in current research, intermediaries have been
part of the ecosystem debate since the get go.
Traditional View: Intermediaries as Brokers

Howells (2006, p. 720) defined an intermediary as an
organization or body that acts an agent or broker in any aspect of
the innovation process between two or more parties. Such
activities could include providing information about potential
collaborators, brokering transactions, acting as a mediator or
helping find advice, funding and support. (Howells, 2006, p.
720). Given other researchers’ focus on dynamic value
co-creation and the importance of e.g. investors as facilitators
of such (e.g. Van de Ven, 1993; Isenberg, 2014; Stam &
Spigel, 2016), Howells’ (2006) may be regarded a quite
traditional view on intermediaries.

are seeking to support (Ngongoni and Grobbelaar, 2017). In
general, intermediaries that are proactive about company needs
generate more value for the ecosystem at large (Ngongoni and
Grobbelaar, 2017). These findings motivating proactive
analysis are, as noted by Jack et al. (2010), seldom brought from
theory to practice.
Intermediaries as Service Providers

Beyond being proactive in their needs-assessment, Chesbrough
(2011) suggests that intermediaries supporting small companies
need to offer customized services in order to generate long-term
success for both the company and intermediary (i.e. to enable
value co-creation). Therefore, Chesbrough (2011) argues that
intermediaries need to acknowledge their role as service
providers. This idea of intermediaries as providers of
customized services stresses the need for further investigation
into the actual service - or, support - demand.
Aim, Purpose & Research Question

As previous research suggests a perspective on intermediaries as
service providers to startups, this study puts the latter in center
and aims to enhance our understanding of their challenges
when entering NYC’s entrepreneurial ecosystem. As previous
research stress the importance of value co-creation and
proactive needs-assessment, the purpose of the study is to
enable increased such between Swedish intermediaries and tech
startups in NYC. This is attempted by answering the following
research question:
How congruent are startups’ and intermediaries’ perceptions of
challenges during business establishment in NYC, and what
may be done to align them?
The ambition of this study is not to encourage all Swedish tech
startups to take their businesses across the Atlantic, but rather,
to contribute to efficient support for those who do.
METHOD

Figure I. Traditional view of intermediaries as brokers
Proactive Assessment

Intermediaries are commonly considered imperative in markets
and environments ruled by high unpredictability, where they
may assist companies with connections and collaborations that
promotes and fosters sustainable innovation (Agogué et al.,
2013; Soetanto and Jack, 2013). To be able to guide companies
through such unpredictable environments (e.g. a foreign
ecosystem) it is imperative for intermediaries to understand the
specific needs of the company they aim to support. Different
growth stages of companies within entrepreneurial ecosystems
require different mediation roles from intermediaries, and they
should therefore continually assess the status of companies they

The study employs an exploratory approach. Rather than
seeking to provide conclusive evidence, exploratory research
aims to earn a deeper understanding of problems (Saunders et
al., 2012). The research approach is thus suitable in answering
to the purpose and research question of this study.
Pre-Study

A pre-study was conducted to earn an understanding of the
practical as well as academic field. Casual interviews were held
with the thesis partner and a literature review was conducted.
The pre-study motivated the narrow topic and empirical focus.
Qualitative Interviews

To investigate the perceived challenges of establishing business
as a Swedish tech startup in NYC, the method of interviews
was employed. Semi-structured interviews are the most popular
data collection method with exploratory studies (Saunders et
al., 2012), and the approach is employed in this study too.

The cases were chosen through purposive sampling, where
cases are selected according to the intensity with which
features, processes, and experiences interesting to the study are
given or assumed in them. The approach is useful when
researching a case population’s “typical” perception of a given
phenomenon. (SAGE, 2009). Demographic variables were
considered unrelated to the sampling.
The study sought to retrieve in-depth data from a limited
number of sources as the smaller the sample, less time is needed
to collect the data and more time an be spent on analysing it
(Saunders et al., 2012). As the study focused on organisations’
(rather than individuals’) challenges, measures to ensure that
interviewees were apt representatives had to be taken. Morse’s
(1998) criterias for “good informants” were studied closely, and
all interviewees were considered to have the necessary knowledge
and experience of the issue or object at their disposal for
answering the questions in the interview, and to have the
capability to reflect and articulate [their answers] Morse’s
(1998, p.73).
Interviews were held with startups, intermediaries and
investors. As scholars increasingly portray investors as key
facilitators of value co-creation, their perspective was sought
for insights on how the intermediaries and startups could
respectively work towards value co-creation. All interviewees
were briefed on the study’s aim, and the interviews were
recorded (with permission from the interviewees) to enable
structured assessment of the data. All interviewees were the
operational heads of their respective organisation, and they
were reached primarily through the thesis partner’s network.

investing in micro-businesses in NYC. The interviews were
anonymous, held over phone and lasted ~40 minutes each.
Insight Mapping

Gioia et al.’s (2012) three-step approach to grounded theory
coding was employed to make sense of the interview results and
answer the research question. The approach helps researchers
engaging in qualitative studies answer the important question
‘‘What’s going on here?’’ in a structured and theoretical
manner. With this perspective, interviewees are regarded
knowledgeable agents capable of explaining their thoughts,
intentions, and actions. (Gioia et al., 2012)
The raw results from the interviews was initially categorized
into 1st order concepts. Seeking a deeper structure, 2nd order
themes were identified by allowing the author to become the
knowledgeable agent who, employing the perspective of Gioia
et al. (2012), was able to think at a higher, theoretical level
when identifying a larger narrative. Finally, an even further
distillation was attempted through a set of aggregate
dimensions brought forward through a 3rd order analysis.
These dimensions represent the key challenges perceived by
each case group.4
RESULTS

The dimensions brought forward below illustrate the case
groups’ respective perceptions of key challenges of establishing
business in NYC. The results are presented one sample group
at a time, with brief summaries of the aggregations followed by
their respective motivating themes.

Startups

Startups

Six interviews were held with tech startups. They all fit the
pre-decided target group of Swedish micro-businesses in high
tech industries establishing their business in NYC. Three of the
startups were post-establishment, having recently (within three
years) established their business in NYC. The remaining three
were pre-establishment, planning to establish business in NYC
within three years. The interviews were held face-to-face and
lasted ~60 minutes each. The interviews were conducted
anonymously to enable sincerity in the interviewees’ answers.

Dimension 1: Legal and Administrative Challenges

Intermediaries

Three interviews were held with Swedish intermediaries in
NYC. These were Business Sweden New York, the General
Consulate of Sweden in New York and Nordic Innovation
House NYC. To get a native intermediary perspective on
challenges faced by non-american companies in NYC, two
American intermediaries were interviewed. These were the
Leslie eLab at New York University and TechHub NYC. The
interviews were all held face-to-face and lasted ~45 minutes.
Investors

Two interviews with investors were undertaken. One was
American and one Swedish, both active in American funds

The startups offered clear results of perceiving legal and
administrative challenges the most arduous aspect of
establishing business in NYC, with key drivers depending on
whether the startup was pre- or post establishment. Both
groups agreed on the significance of making a clear distinction
between dealing with “hygiene factors” (legal and
administrative factors) and business development, and that the
latter should only be done by the business themselves.
Theme 1:1 - Outsider Fear

The pre-establishment startups implied that legal and
administrative affairs (visas and business registration etc.) seem
to be the toughest challenge of establishing business in NYC.
“It’s complicated to start a business in the U.S. […] You almost start
thinking that, damn it, we should go somewhere else.” - Pre-e. CEO

The pre-establishment (onwards pre-e.) startups often
expressed sentiments like fear, doubt and uncertainty in
relation to failing to comply with American regulations.

4

The full insight mapping is found in the appendix of this thesis.

“You start feeling insecure. ‘Will this hold [in America]?’ You start to
fear some topics, since the [American] culture is that everything has to go
to court.” - Pre-e. CEO

These sentiments were often motivated by rumours or
information passed down word-of-mouth from other Swedish
companies. While the startups did appreciate having Swedish
role models in NYC, it was clear that their stories contributed
to a preconception of America being legally tough.
“I’ve heard that the chances of being sued are big. The legal parts have to
be the most difficult [in NYC] - at least that’s what we’ve heard from
other companies.” - Pre-e. COO

To deal with legal and administrative challenges, the pre-e.
startups indicated a planned initial use of intermediaries. Focus
was coherently placed on assistance to get started; that they
wanted to get a license to operate in NYC.
Theme 1:2 - Insider Realism

The post-establishment startups also expressed a frustration
about the legal- and administrative complicity of establishing
their business in NYC, emphasising differences from Sweden.
“There are a lot of things that aren’t intuitive here, that are different.
[Startups have to] understand that everything is different and be
humble to the task.” - Post-e. CEO

One factor stressed by all post-establishment (onwards post-e.)
startups was the legal differences regarding deal-making. The
startups noted that the process of closing a deal is much harder
in the US than in Sweden.
“In Sweden there is more of a ‘let it pass’-culture. We did test-deals and
ran pilots of our services before everyone was ready to commit. It’s a very
different culture here.” - Post-e. CEO

Just like their pre-e. peers, the post-e. startups suggested using
intermediaries to overcome initial legal and administrative
hardship, them too stressing the value of getting help starting
up in NYC. Related to this is the topic of “catch 22’s” which
was brought forward by all the post-e. startups. They described
such as especially arduous during their initial establishment.
“One big initial challenge is work permits. To get a work permit you
need an office, but to use an office you need a work permit. That’s a
Catch 22. [...] Intermediaries should understand where the friction lies
for startups expanding to the US and then help minimize it.” - Post-e.
CEO

As illustrated by one of the post-e. startups, startups should
aim to outsource most of the “hygiene factors” related to
establishing business in NYC. Such hygiene factors include
legal and administrative challenges, and all interviewed post-e.
startups were unisonly positive towards such outsourcing.
“One extremely important divide for young startups is that between
‘hygiene factors’ and developing your offer. There are a number of
hygiene factors, things that you have to do right regarding e.g. laws and
taxation. You can never win anything by being careless with that. Then
it’s all about finding the right advisors to do it for you.” - Post-e. CEO

Theme 1:3 - Business Ownership

Also stressing the benefits of utilizing intermediaries to
overcome legal and administrative barriers, one startup
illustrated the roles startups and intermediaries should
respectively have in the process of establishing business in NYC
by employing a classic metaphor.
“[Intermediaries] can open the door, but [the startup] has to be the one
walking in.” - Post-e. CEO

This idea resonates with the previous themes in this dimension,
but it also has an important contribution; it marks the startups’
resistance to invite external actors (like e.g. intermediaries) to
engage in long-term business development. Relatedly, the
startups stressed the importance of investing your
organisations’ energy towards developing your offer, not
dealing with hygiene factors.
“If you think [dealing with] the hygiene factors is draining, you are
focusing on the wrong things. [The business’] energy has to go towards
developing your offer.” - Post-e. CEO
Dimension 2: Socio-Cultural Differences

Beyond legal and administrative challenges, the startups noted
socio-cultural differences as a big challenge of establishing
business in NYC. They especially emphasized differences in
trust and loyalty, noting that Swedish businesses need to adapt
to the communication of the American context. Also, they
perceived talent acquisition and retention a key challenge.
Theme 2:1 - Communication Differences

A key theme considered by the startups was the divergent ways
of earning trust in Sweden and the US. They had a coherent
way of describing these differences, time and again using
vocabulary like “straightforward” and “fake it til you make it”.
“In Sweden you can be honest and create trust by showing flaws in your
product. In the US, you need to “fake it til’ you make it” and convince
buyers that your have a flawless product. [...] That’s a very different way
of earning trust.” - Pre-e. COO
“[Americans] are more straightforward. You need to spoon feed them
with information, you need really clear messages - ‘why is this good for
[the buyer]’. Europeans can become hesitant if you’re to clear, they want
to come to their own conclusions.” - Post-e. CEO

With these differences in mind, the post-e. startups made it
clear that Swedish startups need to change their modes of
communicating if seeking long-term success in NYC.
“A common mistake Swedish companies coming to NYC makes is that
they don’t understand that you need to change the way you communicate
around your business. You need to take more space, get through the noise,
and show that you are a winner. Because everybody [in NYC] wants to
do business with a winner.” - Post-e. CEO

This idea of adhering to the American communication-style
was not disputed by the pre-e. startups, but they did seem to
believe that their Swedish-ness (and i.e. cultural divergence)
could be considered positive and not require change.

“Sweden is a strong technical brand and people buy into the idea that we
are in the forefront of innovation. You are considered a reliable partner.
[...] We [Swedes] are not seen as greedy, and we’re considered to do
business with a lot of heart.” - Pre-e. CEO

While the post-expansion startups did not necessarily disagree
regarding potential positive aspects of being a Swedish tech
startup, they did stress the barriers related to being
non-american. These results are presented under Dimension 3
(“Earning American legitimacy”).
Theme 2:2 - Talent Acquisition and Retention

Recruitment was a reoccuring theme in the interviews, often
brought forward as a challenge especially when seeking
long-term success. The post-e. startups regarded talent
acquisition and retention as the greatest challenge with
establishing business in NYC, provided that all legal and
administrative issues were handled.
“It is important to make a very, very clear distinction between simply
registering a business or starting a business with employees in the US.
[...] With the right advisors you’ll have the business registry done in a
matter of days. Building an organisation, however, that’s hard.” Post-e. CEO

The post-e. startups stated that American employment culture
is more transactional than Swedish such, and they were
unisonly portraying Swedes as more loyal to their employers.
“The biggest challenge is usually recruitment. It’s hard to find the right
people. In absolute terms there are more people who would fit your
company here compared to Sweden, but there is a lot that differs. [...]
The loyalty [of employees] is much lower than in Sweden.” - Post-e.
CEO
“People care here more about cash than culture, and there will always be
another company offering bigger salaries.” - Post-e. CEO

The post-e. startups repeatedly brought forward this
perspective on American employees as money-oriented and
transactional.
Dimension 3: Earning American Legitimacy

The final challenge dimension distilled from the interviews
with startups was that of earning American legitimacy. The
startups emphasized the need for American references and
funding, identifying that the lack of such can (and often do)
constitute great challenges in NYC.
Theme 3:2 - American References

The post-e. startups perceived Americans to be very US-centric
when determining which merits that earn you legitimacy. The
Swedish startups expressed a unison (and often discouraged)
perception that only US-references matter in NYC.
“It’s been tough, but unfortunately nobody here cares about Europe. It
doesn’t matter if it’s a prominent clients - as long as it isn’t American it
doesn’t matter.” - Post-e. CEO
“We couldn’t use our European references in the US, people here are
more isolated and don’t think that European references are worth as

much. [...] Put simple, they want to do business with Americans.” Post-e. CEO

Perhaps as a reaction or cure to this, the post-e. startups
suggested that startups expanding to NYC should aim to have
American clients before making the trip across the Atlantic,
thus arriving with pre-earned legitimacy.
“Legitimacy is everything. [Our big clients] have been big levers in other
conversations. To get the first big clients onboard makes a big difference,
people trust you more.” - Post-e. CEO
Theme 3:3 - American Investors

While not consistently positive towards the idea of external
capital fueling your business, the pre- and the post-e. startups
both discussed possible benefits of American investors. Most
often, they were discussed as a means to ease the previously
discussed problems with talent acquisition and retention.

“If you get American money the risks of recruitment problems gets
smaller. You can build on their network, and the owners will
automatically be interested in you finding good people” - Post-e. CEO
“If we had American investors I think we would have attracted better
talent. Now we get the people who see an opportunity to exploit a
company“ - Post-e. CEO

Relatedly, the idea of “smart money” (investments not only in
monetary terms but with a strategically invested advisory) was
repeatedly introduced by both pre- and post-e. startups. The
startups all agreed that if they were to take in money to fund
their NYC-establishment, American smart money would be
the ideal form as it could lead to long-term strategic benefits.
“[Monetary] funding can make you lose control of your business. But if
you have a strategic partner, the time spent on investor relations can be
worthwhile. We will never take in “just” money.” - Pre-e. CEO
Intermediaries
Dimension 1: Legal and Administrative Challenges

Like the startups, the intermediaries perceived legal and
administrative challenges as one of the core hinders for Swedish
tech startups establishing business in NYC. Differing slightly
from the startups who included e.g. deal making and business
development in their perception of legal challenges, the
intermediaries focused primarily on pre-establishment and
initial legal concerns.
Theme 1:1 - Barrier-to-entry

The intermediaries noted that legal and administrative hardship
constitutes a great barrier-to-entry for Swedish tech startups
looking to establish business in NYC. They repeatedly
discussed how potential fear-installing rumours about these
challenges circulate, indicating that while they sometimes hold
some truth they may lead to unnecessary mental barriers.
However, the intermediaries themselves did also give great
prominence to the legal hardship of initial NYC-establishment.
“Even just getting to stay in NYC is a huge challenge.” - COO,
American intermediary

Theme 1:2 - Lack of Sustainable Actions

Theme 2:2 - Talent Acquisition

Related to the hardship of initially establishing business in
NYC, the intermediaires argued that Swedish startups - and
other non-American companies, too - often fail to take
sustainable action when planning their future in the city. This
is related both to legal/administrative challenges and to softer
values like e.g. culture. According to the intermediaries, many
startups fail to understand the American system and thus to
take appropriate measures regarding e.g. health care. One
intermediary linked this to the risk (and fear) of failing.

The intermediaires regarded doing business in NYC as a social
process of networking and building relationships.

“It’s hard for them [startups] to take sustainable actions regarding e.g.
healthcare. Like, what if the business fails? [...] There’s just a big
uncertainty of starting a business here.” - COO, American
intermediary

Dimension 2: Socio-Cultural Differences

Just like the startups, the intermediaries brought forward
socio-cultural differences as a key challenge during business
establishment. Focus was consistently put on the different ways
of approaching the market in the Swedish/American cultures.
Compared to the startups’ more long-term view on challenges,
the intermediaries focused on initial adjustments and attitudes.
This idea also applies to their way of discussing recruitment
challenges, where they focused only on talent acquisition (and
thus not retention, like the startups).

“In the US, we do the handshaking and stuff, but there really aren’t any
firm rules to anything.” - COO, American intermediary

While not an inherently challenging idea, the intermediaries
noted this as a challenge for Swedish startups since they often
come from a less social business context and may struggle to
adjust. In particular, the intermediaries regarded the startups’
networks to often limit their business opportunities, as they
seldom have enough connections to find talent.
“Networks are a challenge, especially not having them. Because that’s
where a lot of things start - figuring out where to find the right partners
and talents for your business purpose” - Consul, Swedish intermediary

Compared to the startups who focused on the challenges of
both acquiring and retaining talent, the intermediaries
consistently focused on the challenges acquiring them.
Dimension 3: Expectations Management Challenges

The final challenge dimension identified in the interviews with
intermediaries was managing expectations. The intermediaries
continuously linked this issue to the operational costs and
complexity of NYC. In their view, Swedish tech startups often
underestimate the resources needed, an idea which is also
reflected in their subsequent view of opportunity in the city.

Theme 2:1 - Attitude Differences

Theme 3:1 - Underestimation: Market Complexity

The intermediaries stressed the idea of NYC having a tough
work climate, and that Swedish startups - coming from what
one of the intermediaries described as a “nicer” work climate need to fully understand and adjust to it.

The intermediaries repeatedly stated that Swedish tech startups
tend have a too optimistic view on the required work-effort
and market size of the city, and that overcoming that gap in
expectation and reality often is a big challenge.

“Life is kind of nice in the Nordics. Many companies that come here are
brilliant, but they also need to be hungry. Here, you have to work your
butt off. It’s a different culture, and that requires a certain attitude and
adjustment.” - Director, Swedish intermediary

“A lot of times the startups coming here underestimate the size of the
county and the complexity of doing business here. [...] There are
considerable risks of doing so.” - NYC Head, Swedish intermediary

Related to this tough climate, the intermediaires noted that the
modes of pitching your product or service is very different.
They often discussed the size of the American market and how
that affects such business culture issues, repeatedly presenting
the idea of big-scale thinking and suggesting that Swedes often
think smaller in their business modelling.
“In NYC and America in general you think a bit more big picture, in
big scale. In Sweden you present your ideas in more held back way
compared to here. That’s a cultural issue. [...] If you bring your business
here early stage, you need to learn how to present yourself and your
business in this context.” - Consul, Swedish intermediary

The intermediaries (just like the startups) stressed that Swedes
need to learn the American way of communicating. However,
different from the startups who focused on long-term
relationships and cultural differences affecting such, the
intermediaries focus on the initial attitude and business
presentation and how that differs between the cultures.

The intermediaries also stressed the importance of trying out
the market and reaching the above realisation fast.
“Anything you want to accomping in this city is tough. Tempo is always
important for startups, but even more so in NYC.” - COO, American
intermediary

Related to the noted startup-underestimation of resources
needed, the intermediaries saw how startups often came
unprepared for the overall costs of operations in the city.
According to the intermediaries, Swedish startups are often
hesitant to e.g. pay competitive salaries.
“[Swedish tech startups] are not willing to pay as much as their
American peers, they simply do not understand the market costs.
Companies like Google have deep pockets and attract lots of talent. It’s
hard to compete with that type of company.” - NYC Head, Swedish
intermediary

Theme 3:2 - Underestimation: Resources Needed

The intermediaries unisonly pictured NYC as an expensive city
that requires vast funding, and according to them, Swedish
tech startups who look to establish business in NYC seldom
have enough. They also noted that the startups often think the
establishment process will move faster than it actually does.
“The American market and economy is so big. That brings huge
amounts of opportunity, but it also means that it can be quite daunting.
The resources you need to start something here is much bigger than you
ever expected them to be.”  - Director, Swedish intermediary
“Almost every Swedish startup coming here underestimates how much
time and money establishing business in NYC requires.” - NYC Head,
Swedish intermediary
Investors
Dimension 1: Expectations Management Challenges

The final sample group of the interviews - the investors expressed similar concerns to the intermediaries regarding
expectations management, however with a slightly different
temporal perspective. They focused underestimations of
NYC’s complexity and network-dynamics, and on the lack of
perception-reality alignment both short- and long-term.
Theme 1:1 - Underestimation: Market Complexity

The investors argued that startups underestimate the level of
complexity of doing business in NYC, and that the indeed
complex reality sometimes catches them of guard. One of the
investors added that Swedes coming to NYC tend to forget
how hard is is on a personal level to move to the city, and that
they neglect the effects that has on their energy to work.
“Moving to NYC from Sweden is hard enough of a change and
challenge as it is. People need to understand that and invest their own
resources wisely.” - Swedish investor at American fund
Theme 1:2 - Underestimation: Resources Needed

Staying on the topic of underestimations, the investors
commented on startups not grasping how much resources
establishing business in NYC requires. While stressing the
monetary costs of the city, the investors considered the startups
to particularly underestimate the need for human capital, and
more specifically, the importance of a local network. When
speaking of their own kind (i.e. investors) and the potential
impact they could have on adding resources to startups, it was
evident that money wasn’t the core benefit.
“They can offer you money, sure, but the real benefit of taking in local
investors is the network of people they connect you to.” - Swedish investor
at American fund

To overcome the challenge of lacking human resources, one of
the investors suggested that Swedish startups should always
seek to build a local advisory board.
“Coming here, startups need to build a local network. The best way to do
that is to build a local advisory board that taps into various networks. If

you are strategic about the choices you make, you take away that initial
concern of cultural differences.” - American investor at American fund
Dimension 2: Earning American Legitimacy

The final identified challenge of this empirical study was the
investors’ view on earning legitimacy. The investors together
painted a clear picture: to succeed in NYC, Swedish startups
need American funding and a strong local network. This idea is
similar to the startups’ perception of legitimacy gained by
American references and funding.
Theme 2:1 - America-Centric Market Approval

The investors noted that American funding gives you
legitimacy as a startup since it is a scarce resource; as so few get
it, it becomes a stamp of approval. This is of course nice for
those who get it, but also sheds light on how challenging it is.
“The odds of getting an investment in NYC are so slim. [...] If someone
is in that pool of entrepreneurs and they’re one of the few people who gets
an investment, that is quite an accolade.” - American investor at
American fund

Given that the startup manages to earn American funding, the
investors pointed to the great strategic importance of such a
backer. They noted that American investors have “skin in the
game” and are invested in the future of the business and want
to see it succeed in America. According to the investors,
European investors are likely to be European-centric and thus
not as committed to making the business an American success.
“Money is never just money. With a local investor you get someone who
is naturally inclined to work towards the success of your business in the
States and NYC specifically.” - Swedish investor at American fund
Theme 2:2 - Recruiting With Legitimacy

Similar to both the startups and intermediaries, the investors
viewed recruitment as a big challenge . They related it to
market-specific legitimacy, and more specifically the lack of it.
According to them, non-american startups in general have a
hard time understanding how to recruit in NYC and especially
how to give competitive offers.
“Job specifications are cultural. They aren’t globally attractive. You have
to take that into account when your recruiting.” - American investor at
American fund

As noted regarding the underestimation of human resources,
the importance of a local network and talent pool could not be
stressed enough according to the investors. According to them,
going through local investors is the ideal way to widen your
talent pool with pre-earned legitimacy.
“Local investors often roll up their sleeves and open up their networks to
the startups. Especially if it’s an early stage startup, a lot of what they
need is referrals to what could be potential hires [...] The startups can
multiply their networks by tapping into local investors’ (who are
obviously incentivised to have them be more successful).”- American
investor at American fund

According to the investors, the startup can be linked to both
relevant partners and potential recruits through having local

investors. If lacking such, they noted that the startups’
recruitment may fall in the hands of profit-seeking consultants.
“When the long-term success of your company isn’t the core interest of the
consultant - which, let’s face it, it never is - you risk spending your
resources on short-term wins.” - Swedish investor at American fund
Summary

The following table summarises the challenges identified in the
interviews with startups, intermediaries and investors, distilled
through employing Gioia et al.’s (2012) codification approach.
Case Sample

Identified Challenges

Startups

Legal and Administrative Challenges
❏
❏
❏

Outsider Fear
Insider Realism
Business Ownership

Socio-Cultural Differences
❏
❏

Communication Differences
Talent Acquisition and Retention

Earning American Legitimacy
❏
❏

Intermediaries

American References
American Investors

Legal and Administrative Challenges
❏
❏

Barrier-to-Entry
Lack of Sustainable Actions

Socio-Cultural Differences
❏
❏

Attitude Differences
Talent Acquisition

Expectations Management Challenges
❏
❏

Investors

Underestimation: Market Complexity
Underestimation: Resources Needed

Expectations Management Challenges
❏
❏

Underestimation: Market Complexity
Underestimation: Resources Needed

Earning American Legitimacy
❏
❏

America-Centric Market Approval
Recruiting With Legitimacy

Table I. Summary of identified challenges

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to enable increased value
co-creation and proactive needs-assessment between Swedish
intermediaries and tech startups in in the entrepreneurial
ecosystem of NYC. To do so, the study investigated what they
consider to be the key challenges linked to establishment, more
specifically looking at eventual congruence and differences
within those perceptions. The study sought to answer the
research question How congruent are startups’ and
intermediaries’ perceptions of challenges during business
establishment in NYC, and what may be done to align them?
The empirical study employed the method of semi-structured
interviews. Startups and intermediaries were interviewed, as

well as two investors as the literature study stressed their role as
facilitators of value co-creation in entrepreneurial ecosystems.
The interviews were then analysed by employing Gioia et al.’s
(2012) codification approach.
The results show how the startups and intermediaries were
congruent in their perceptions of legal- and administrative
challenges and socio-cultural differences. While the startups
regarded struggles of earning long-term American legitimacy as
key challenge, the intermediaries pushed the challenge of
managing expectations. The investors’ perception of challenges
was a mix of the latter two; they regarded earning American
legitimacy and managing expectations as core struggles.
Studies indicating the research gap motivating this study noted
that a too short-term perspective is often employed in
intermediary support efforts (e.g. Jack et al. 2012). This idea
manifested itself throughout the empirical study via a noted
discrepancy on where on the one hand intermediaries and the
other startups and investors temporally identify key challenges.
The intermediaries primarily focused on pre-establishment
challenges and initial instrumental barriers-to-entry. This is
interesting when compared with the startups and investors who
in higher regard focused on open-ended challenges, often
related to long-term relationships and the struggles of earning
legitimacy. An example of such a discrepancy is found in how
intermediaries focused on talent acquisition, while the startups
also added the dimension of long-term retention.
Throughout the interviews with investors, focus was put on
the social, interdependent nature of doing business in NYC. In
some sense, these findings are congruent with Stam & Spigel’s
(2016) idea of investors facilitating value co-creation in higher
extent than other actors in entrepreneurial ecosystems; if value
co-creation is part of your professional identity, one may
assume your promotion of its significance. Also, while it is far
from shocking that the investors highlighted the significance of
venture capital (it is what they do for a living, after all), their
push for networks and human capital is less of a given. Perhaps
this may be regarded another embodiment of their proposed
value co-creative approach to entrepreneurial ecosystems.
Compared to the investors, the startups and intermediaries fail
to recognize what Van de Ven (1993) identified as the core of
entrepreneurship; “a collective achievement, a process dependent
on numerous actors”. Rather, the startups and even more so the
intermediaries seem to perceive that challenges can (and in
some cases, e.g. regarding legal challenges, should) be overcome
in a transactional manner rather than via a collective process.
Ngongoni and Grobbelaar’s (2017) idea that intermediaries
should continually assess the needs of those they seek to assists
in order to facilitate value co-creation is given a somewhat
complex piece of critique through this study’s results. As the
results show, the startups face an array of challenges that could
theoretically be assessed (and assisted) by intermediaries. While
the startups indicated that they wanted intermediaries to

“understand where the friction lies for startups expanding to the
US and then help minimize it”, the results also show how the
startups only want external actors to help them with “hygiene
factors”. As noted by Jack et al. (2012), intermediaries today
shape support based on their beliefs of what is needed. So if the
startups signal that they do not want intermediaries to support
them with more than hygiene factors, where would the
intermediaries get the inspiration to build a support system that
goes beyond transactional entry-support efforts? While the
intermediaries see the lack of sustainable actions as a challenge,
it is not surprising that there is little they can do to overcome it.
They thus maintain the role of a gatekeeper; a way into the US.
In Howells’ (2006) definition intermediaries are brokers, or if
you will have it, a ticket to opportunities. The results of this
study indicate that the studied intermediaries honor this
definition. Yet the results also show how startups regard local
references and investors equally (and sometimes more) efficient
tickets into NYC’s ecosystem, and when combined with more
recent research (e.g. Chesbrough, 2011; Isenberg, 2014;
Ngongoni and Grobbelaar, 2017; Van de Ven, 1993; Stam &
Spigel, 2016), it may be argued that the studied intermediaries
have a too entry-focused, instrumental view on themselves and
the support functionality of other actors in the ecosystem.
But as the saying goes, “it takes two to tango”. Embracing
Ngongoni and Grobbelaar’s (2017) idea of value co-creation
being most effective if all parties are open to both inflows and
outflows of knowledge, this thesis proposes that intermediaries
and startups both need to become less bound to a transactional
and limited view on intermediary support.

“one-size-fits-all” explanations of neither challenges or methods
for overcoming them. Individual assessments are necessary and
future studies should thus focus on individual cases. Even more
locally, temporally, and situationally limited narratives are
required in order to offer more guiding conclusions on the
topic of startup-establishment in new ecosystems.
The chosen method was suitable given the character of the
study, however, a less exploratory method could have been a
fruitful addition to the interviews. E.g. statistics on expansion
and/or success metrics could offer intriguing insights and could
potentially have contributed to a different result.
The purposive sampling conducted, where individuals were
considered representatives for their organisations, is also subject
to critique. When analysing the results, questions regarding e.g.
gender, age and socio-economic status surfaced in the authors
mind, making it evident that demographic variables cannot be
disregarded when conducting this type of qualitative research.
Further, should the interviewed companies and sector (tech)
have been different, the results may have offered quite different
insights. Related to the criticism of lack of demographic
sensibility of this study, future studies should aim to have a
wider scope and look at multiple industries for more generally
adaptable result.
In regards to sustainability, this thesis offers critique to
short-term perspectives and limited narratives on which roles
can be held by who. It invites a widened perspective and hopes
to contribute to increased diversity in entrepreneurial
ecosystem activities. This approach should be embraced by
others in the related academic and professional field.
CONCLUSION

Figure II. Proposed system of alternative brokership

Figure II offers a new perspective on overcoming the identified
challenges, where intermediaries may still act as a broker yet in a
less fixed format. In this new proposition, references and
investors could also act as brokers both between and beside the
intermediary, startup and ecosystem opportunities. The
perspective encourages a more dynamic and situation-based
approach to by who and when support should be given.
LIMITATIONS & FUTURE RESEARCH

This thesis studied the specific activity of establishing business
as a Swedish tech startup in NYC. While doing so, it become
clear that not even in such a niche-context are there any

This study is a first step towards extending our understanding
of challenges faced by Swedish tech startups entering the
entrepreneurial ecosystem of NYC. The study sought to
answer the research question How congruent are startups’ and
intermediaries’ perceptions of challenges during business
establishment in NYC, and what may be done to align them?
The results show some congruence in the way intermediaries
and startups view challenges, with a key differences found in
their temporal perspectives. This discrepancy in the actors’
perception of challenges was linked to an outdated view on
intermediaries as initial, transactional brokers.
To enable value co-creation, this view on intermediaries should
leave room for a more dynamic and situation-based approach
to startup support. Such an approach is merely initially
outlined in this thesis study, and should be developed in
further academic detail, further dialogue and collaboration
with policy makers and professionals is needed.
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